
API INTEGRATION
Accelerating Loan Decisions



BACK YOUR DECISION-MAKING WITH AN  
AWARD-WINNING ENTERPRISE SOLUTION

For more than 15 years, Veros has been invested in building superior technology platforms to support the thriving real 
estate risk management industry. We’ve recently enhanced our API integration and connectivity to Veros’ market-leading 
VeroSELECT™ platform, a SaaS system based on technologies designed to rapidly evolve with the constantly changing 
requirements of today’s markets. 

VeroSELECT collateral risk management application accommodates businesses ordering single transactions and is scalable 
for enterprise clients that are looking for a high-volume solution to streamline and synchronize the ordering of AVMs with 
PCR and BPO valuation services to save time, money, and strengthen their risk decisions.

AUTOMATED VALUATION MODELS

PROPERTY CONDITION REPORTS

AVMs

PCRs

BPOs BROKER PRICE OPINIONS

ACCESS THE RIGHT SOLUTION 
FOR YOU
Complete suite of alternative valuation 
products in one enterprise system to 
support your decision.

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY, 
SUPERIOR DELIVERY
Make better, faster decisions with 
technology trusted by mortgage 
industry pros.

Our VeroSELECT API will save your 
team valuable time with high volume 
transactions. No more manual entry.

IMPLEMENTATION

Get unlimited customer support  
from our experienced team every  
step of the way.

SUPPORT

Our state-of-the-art, redundant 
platform is built to ensure the  
system is live and accessible.

RELIABILITY



VeroSELECT API DELIVERS EFFICIENCY BEYOND A SINGLE TRANSACTION
FLEXIBLE FOR YOUR NEEDS

 | Supplement AVM orders with a detailed PCR or BPO to help further balance cost, risk, and detail.  
Order only the solution you want, when you want.

 | The ability to direct each order to the desired AVM vendor or cascade.

 | VeroSELECT has the ability to integrate with other internal or third-party systems via API. 

SCALABILITY FOR YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH

There’s no limit on the number of orders submitted via API. 

EFFICIENCY

VeroSELECT can replace manual ordering process with automation for a significant process improvement, and  
it offers opportunities for greater portfolio risk management efficiency by leveraging its high-volume ordering  
and delivery system.

EXPERIENCED INTEGRATION DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Veros’ technology team possess years of integration and hands-on project management experience.

 | Efficiently order all 3 valuation services in one system

 | Quickly process high volume order requests

 | Real status updates

 | Easily edit orders

 | Quickly cancel orders

 | Request corrections on completed orders

 | Inter-system messaging

ACCESS AVMs, BPO, PCR

FORMATS JSON, XML, PDF

OUTPUT High Quality, Consistency

IDEAL FOR Low to High Volume

ADVANTAGES DELIVERED VIA EASY-TO-INTEGRATE API DIRECT INTEGRATION VIA API

VeroSELECT API INTEGRATION

VeroSELECT HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED

SCALABLE EFFICIENT EASILY INTEGRATED 
with other systems

FLEXIBLE
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WHAT MAKES VEROS DIFFERENT

SUPPORT TEAM

Veros is committed to providing best-in-class integration support and dedicating appropriate resources to 
ensure that integrations go smoothly.  We keep on top of requirements for our third-party partners so that 
your organization can focus on servicing your clients.

Veros customer support is the best in the business. Highly trained and professional, our support team 
won’t be satisfied until your problems are resolved or your questions answered. All of our support team 
have extensive training on all Veros products. You can get answers to your questions by phone and email.

CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED 866.458.3767, OPTION 2.

 | We’re constantly enhancing our systems to meet the growing demands of the industry so that our 
clients can stay focused on running their business with ease. 

 | Highly talented technology team supporting 24/7 service availability.

 | Veros maintains a comprehensive disaster recovery (DR) plan, business continuity plan (BCP) and 
stringent information & security policies to ensure the greatest levels of security for our customers’ data.


